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Slides are just background and don’t have much information.
All, or most, of what I say is in the notes sections and I will include these in
the copy deposited on our web-site.
Please ask questions as we move forward, although there will also be time at
the end, I hope.
The development of the telephone came between the heyday of the
telegraph and the later invention of radio.
Now the telephone is just a commodity but there are several parallels
between the development of the telephone and the development of radio,

Notes:
● One of the earliest

recordings in existence
● Preserved at the
Smithsonian
● Played by scanning
with a camera
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Voice of Alexander Graham Bell, the main protagonist of our story.
Originally thought there were no recordings of Alexander Graham Bell’s voice
But in 2012 it was realized that a fragile cardboard and wax disk at the
Smithsonian may contain his voice and a new technique to scan optically
could be used to play it without doing damage. Amazingly his voice from 1885
could now be heard clearly.
The disk was taken from the Volta Laboratory, an institution set up by Bell and
where he worked on many inventions, notably improvements to Edison’s
crude phonograph that used indentations on foil as the recording medium.
Charlotte Gray, Bell’s biographer on hearing this recording said:’ I heard …
the deliberate enunciation of a devoted husband whose deaf wife,
Mabel, was dependent on lip reading. And … the intonation of the
British Isles was unmistakable in Bell’s speech. The voice is vigorous
and forthright—as was the inventor, at last speaking to us across the
years.’

Valentines Day, Monday Feb 14th 1876,
Washington DC
● Tall bearded man hurries along G Street to
8th street firmly clutching an envelope.
● On entering the US Patent Office he went
directly to Dept of Engineering, paid a $10
fee, and deposited the document
● It was a caveat entitled ‘Instruments for
Transmitting and Receiving Vocal Sounds’
● So the first step towards a patent for the
telephone had been delivered…
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Tall bearded man hurries along G Street to 8th street firmly clutching an
envelope.
Not a Valentines card though. This was a caveat to be hand delivered to the
patent office
Caveat is a prelude to a patent application used to set priority of invention
(No longer used, since 1909)
On entering the US Patent Office he went directly to Dept of Engineering, paid
a $10 fee, and deposited the document which was placed in an in-basket to
be processed later. That is normal procedure but an important point in this
story.
It began ‘It is the object of my invention to transmit the tones of the human
voice through a telegraphic circuit and reproduce them at the receiving end of
the line, so that actual conversations can be carried on by persons at long
distances apart.’

Valentines Day, Monday Feb 14th 1876,
Washington DC
● But this was not Alexander Graham Bell!
● It was Elisha Gray
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He was a well-known public figure and inventor
No stranger to the patent office, he had been awarded seven other patents in
the past year alone.

Gray and Barton, all staff in 1870s.
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He co-founded Gray and Barton along with Enos Barton a telegraph engineer
and alumnus of University of Rochester NY.
Here is Elisha Gray, center front row with the company he set up and with his
partner Enos Barton (2nd left in third row). There were just 49 employees at
this time, although that was more than Bell or any of the other contenders
could claim to. The names Gray and Barton might suggest something to you.
Later this company became the Western Electric Manufacturing Company and
that in turn became split into various entities including Graybar in 1926.

Valentines Day, Monday Feb 14th 1876,
Washington DC
● Later that day, towards noon a patent application was also

received for a ‘multiple message telegraph device’
● This was from Alexander Graham Bell, although it is not
recorded who actually presented it

Alexander Graham
6
Bell in 1876

Now it’s usually said that Bell beat Gray to it and deposited his patent
application before Gray arrived with his caveat. In fact it is probable that Gray
was first although the timing should not matter. But it did! There was
something strange about the way this patent was deposited.
Before going into detail about the patent and its contents let’s take a look at
other contenders for the title of ‘Inventor of the Telephone’.

Who invented the telephone?
Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922)?
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He applied for a patent on Feb 14th 1876, although it was actually for an
‘improvement in telegraphy’

Who invented the telephone?

Elisha Gray (1835 – 1901)?
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Elisha Gray was assumed to be the inventor by the public in the early days of
the telephone. In fact when he died the newspapers referred to him as the
inventor of the telephone. He had an illustrious career but that’s a different
story.

Who invented the telephone?
Antonio Meucci (1808 – 1889)?
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Italian, lived on Staten island
Associate of Garibaldi who was largely responsible for the unification of Italy.
His notebook from 1857 described the invention he had made to
communicate with his sick wife in his home:
‘It consists of a vibrating diaphragm and an electrified magnet with a
spiral wire that wraps around it. The vibrating diaphragm alters the
current of the magnet. These alterations of current, transmitted to the
other end of the wire, create analogous vibrations of the receiving
diaphragm and reproduce the word.’
He did file a caveat 1n 1871 for an electric talking telegraph but it
expired. As he did not renew.
In Italy Meucci was noted as ‘inventore del telefono’ at the 200th anniversary
of his birth in 2008.

Who invented the telephone?

Johann Reis (1834 – 1874)?
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Pre-dated the work of Bell who certainly was familiar with Reis’s
developments
First transmitter was carved from a beer barrel and used a sausage skin as a
diaphragm and modeled on the human ear.
First paper to Annalen der Physik in 1859 was rejected.
First successful ‘telephon’ in 1860 worked over 100 meter distance.
Sound quality was not good enough and invention dismissed by other
scientists as a toy.
This was a ‘make and break’ device that worked with pure musical tones but
failed with complex speech. Only a few simple words could be understood.
Oddly, it occasionally seemed to work when it was out of adjustment –
presumably because the ‘make and break’ function was not completing.
More or less ignored and did not receive attention

Who invented the telephone?
Amos Dolbear 1837 – 1910?
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Amos Dolbear was an American inventor and physicist. He invented the
first telephone receiver with a permanent magnet in 1865, 11 years
before Alexander Graham Bell patented his idea.
Later, Dolbear couldn't prove his claim, so Bell kept the patent. Dolbear
lost his case before the U. S. Supreme Court, (Dolbear et al. v.
American Bell Telephone Company).
The June 1881 issue of Scientific American reported:
"had [Dolbear] been observant of patent office formalities, it is possible that
the speaking telephone, now so widely credited to Mr. Bell would be garnered
among his own laurels."

Who invented the telephone?

Charles Bourseul (1829 – 1912)?
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Charles Bourseul was a Belgian who worked in France as a telegraph
engineer and made several improvements to the telegraph. He
experimented with the electrical transmission of the human voice and
developed an electromagnetic microphone, but his telephone receiver
was unable to convert electric current back into clear human voice
sounds.
His system also used a ‘make and break’ method so would never have
been a success.

Who invented the telephone?
● In a sense they all did, or at least

each one was very close
● But history likes to choose just
one person
● Alexander Graham Bell got the
prize!
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These men were all working in the dark – they had no idea what would work
and what would not. But if one of us could sit down with any of these
contenders in five minutes we could point out the slight changes in direction
that would make their invention a success. They were all very close.
And that includes Bell, at the time that his patent was applied for, not even he
had made his telephone work.
So, let’s learn a bit more about Alexander Graham Bell and the race to invent
the telephone.

16 South Charlotte St, Edinburgh
Birthplace of Alexander Graham Bell, 1847
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This is the birthplace of Alexander Graham Bell in March 1847

Alexander Graham Bell
Mother Eliza Grace was deaf
Father was Alexander Melville Bell

Parents of Alexander Graham Bell
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Eliza became deaf in later life when AGB was 12.
Three generations of Alexanders, middle one was known as Melville
Like his own father, Melville was an authority on speech defects,
correcting stammering and teaching the deaf to speak.
Inventor of ‘Visible Speech’
Became famous throughout Europe and USA for Visible Speech, his
writings and lectures and his work with the deaf.
Was inspiration for Professor Higgins in Pygmalion and My Fair Lady.

Alexander Graham Bell
● Born Alexander Bell
● Added Graham at age 11 in recognition of

family friend Alexander Graham
● Known in the family as Aleck

Alexander Graham Bell, aged 11

2nd of 3 sons
At age 11 parents gave him a middle name in honor of a family friend
Alexander Graham, a Cuban plantation owner.
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Alexander Graham Bell
The Bell family in the 1850s
Melville and Eliza Bell with their three sons,
Alexander Graham Bell is on the right
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Picture taken 1850 – 1860 at Milton College near Edinburgh.
Mother became deaf in later life but was quite musical and Bell inherited her
musical talent. He talked to her by almost touching her head as he spoke. He
himself had very good hearing.
Aleck became expert at Visible Speech and helped his father at lectures.
Melville would get somebody to say something in a foreign language and he
would write it down in visible speech and give it to AGB (who had not heard
what was said). He was able to repeat the original sentence with impressive
accuracy.
Deafness and teaching the deaf to speak were important components of his
life.

Alexander Graham Bell
Alexander Graham Bell, aged 20 in 1867
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Alexander spent a happy childhood in Scotland but
showed no great academic prowess., At age 14 was
sent to London to live with his grandfather. The
year in London was very influential on him and he
grew up quickly.
On his return to Scotland he obtained a job as a tutor in elocution and music
at age 16. Aware of his lack of the classics, he then studied Greek and Latin at
the University of Edinburgh returning to the same school become a resident
master, aged 17.
Later when he was about 20 his grandfather died and the family moved to
London. Aleck resumed working for his father incorporating ideas of his own.
It seemed natural for AGB to follow on as the third generation of teachers of
the deaf. Later Bell was to say that his most important life achievements were
in his work with the deaf.

He was also enrolled at the University of London to study anatomy and Physiology
when his studies were halted by the family move to Canada in 1870.
Bell had an inventive mind from an early age, he and his brothers learned how to
make their dog make sounds like English words by manipulating the dog’s mouth. He
also built an improved threshing machine after seeing one work inefficiently.
By age 17 while working as a teacher of English and music and doing research into
different aspects of sound and vocalization, discovering in 1865 that vowel formation
is rooted in the resonance cavities of the mouth. He did this by inserting tuning forks
in his mouth and then changing the shape of the cavity.
He learned about the work done in Germany by Hermann Helmholtz creating vowel
sounds using a system of electric tuning forks and became very interested in that.
Not reading German himself he thought Helmholtz had found a way to send the
sounds by telegraph and tried to duplicate that. Did not learn of his error until 1870
by which time he had made detailed studies of electricity – he believed he would not
have bothered if he had understood the original paper.
Even at this early stage in his life he tended to make himself sick through constant
overwork.

Alexander Graham Bell
The Bell Homestead
Alexander Melville Bell’s Home in
Brantford, Ontario
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When his second brother died of TB Bells father, Melville became concerned
for the health of his remaining son and in 1870 decided to re-locate to Canada
which he believed had a healthier climate. They settled in Brantford, Ontario.
Although not very wealthy they lived comfortably and grew much of their
own produce on the 10.5 acre site.
The home is now a museum and Brantford, just west of Hamilton is less than
3 hours drive from Rochester. The site also includes the Henderson
homestead that was moved there later and is the site of the first Telephone
Office of the Bell Telephone Company in Canada
Although he lived in Boston and Washington DC during much of his working
life he retained property in Canada and retired to Braddock in Nova Scotia
where there is also a museum in his memory.
By this time Melville Bell was quite famous and made money lecturing and
publishing books on speech defects. Aleck substituted for his father for a
series of lectures in Boston contracted by Boston School for the Deaf. Very
successful and he repeated them in other cities, and then took on pupils and
taught classes. He soon established a reputation for himself in the world of
speech education for the deaf. His health improved dramatically but he
suffered from overwork.

At this time Aleck’s research interests were pretty much on hold.

Boston School for the Deaf 1871.
Bell is at top right
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The following year Bell secured a job at the Boston School for the Deaf and
then in 1872 set up his own school advertising it as ‘For the correction of
stammering and other defects of utterance and for practical instruction in
visible speech conducted by Alexander Graham Bell, member of Philological
Society, London’. He was only 25.
He also accepted a position as a professor at Boston University as well as
lecturing at MIT where he got access to their laboratories. There he
developed advances to the phonautograph (displays speech as patterns by
tracing on a smoked glass screen with a fine point scriber) by using a real
human ear (obtained by a friendly physicians)! The delicate bones proved to
amplify and reproduce even the tiniest sounds with great accuracy.
One of Bell’s private pupils, George Sanders was the son of Thomas Sanders, a
wealthy leather merchant and Bell found accommodation with the Sanders
family (actually George’s grandmother) in Salem. This made it easier for him
to teach George but space was also made available to him to make a small
workshop.

Transmitter (L) and Receiver developed by Bell for his
Harmonic Telegraph
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Now, he resumed some of his research into Helmholtz’s work. Previously he
had spent many hours singing notes into a piano to understand how sound
resonates and this was a great help to him. He started to get ideas of how he
might be able to use these principles that he was developing with electric
tuning forks to increase the capacity of the telegraph network, something he
called the harmonic telegraph. Ideas about sending vocal sounds down a
telegraph line also started to form in his mind.
The idea of the harmonic telegraph is simple, implementation less so. The
idea was to set electric tuning forks to vibrate at a set of non-related
frequencies and key each one with a morse key. At the other end of the
telegraph line would be another similar set of tuning forks, tuned to the same
set of frequencies. It was assumed that only forks of similar resonant
frequencies would vibrate in sympathy and the others would not interfere
with each other. Nowadays we would call this FDM Frequency Division
Multiplexing!
He learned of Elisha Gray’s parallel developments which caused him to
intensify his own efforts.

Bell gets a financer

Thomas Sanders
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At this time Aleck had some private deaf students that he was teaching to
speak. One of them was George Sanders, the son of Thomas Sanders a
wealthy leather merchant. He watched how well Bell taught Sanders’ son and
also became interested in the research that Bell was doing. He started to
provide some financial assistance to Bell. This was necessary because by this
time Bell was focusing all his efforts on the research and his income had
suffered considerably.

Alexander Graham Bell, 1876

Thomas Watson, 1874
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By this time Bell realized he could not achieve his goal by himself. In fact he
was somewhat clumsy and not good at constructing things. He occasionally
commissioned the company of Charles Williams, a manufacturer of electrical
instruments in Boston to make things for him. One of their most able
machinists was young Thomas Watson (born 1854) and he described how he
met Bell:
‘There came rushing out of the office door and through the shop to my
workbench a tall, slender, quick-motioned young man with a pale face, black
side-whiskers and drooping mustache, big nose and high sloping forehead
crowned with bushy jet-black hair. It was Alexander Graham Bell, a young
professor in Boston University, whom I met for the first time.’
Bell’s visit was occasioned by his instructions not having been perfectly
followed in some construction carried out by Watson for the harmonic
telegraph. However once Bell explained the purpose of the task Watson
quickly grasped what was needed. From this point Watson did many projects
for Bell but it was another five months before they formalized the relationship
and Watson came to work directly for Bell.

Mabel Hubbard
Alexander Graham Bell’s Future Wife
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From a drawing she made herself aged 18 in 1875. Mabel was another of Bells
pupils, 10 years younger, a teen at this time and completely deaf. Bell started
to pay a lot of attention to her and started to get to know the Hubbard family
too.

The Second Partner

Gardiner Greene Hubbard
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Gardiner Greene Hubbard was a successful businessman but had a deep
dislike of Western Union and was pushing a bill through Congress to
nationalize the telegraph industry and make it part of the Post Office as was
the case with other countries. He believed he could reduce the prices of
telegrams significantly and make the pricing more consistent. At this time
pricing of telegrams was erratic and a single telegram could easily cost the
day’s wages of a skilled person. He also thought that moving Telegraph offices
from railroad stations, often on the outskirts of town, to post offices would
make them more convenient and drive up use. Of course he faced opposition
from the Telegraph companies.
Most local newspapers in the 1870s could only survive through reliance on
the wires of AP - Associated Press that provided them with their newsfeeds.
AP were one of Western Unions biggest customers and got enormous
discounts, so they were both dependent on each other. So no newspaper
wanted to publish stories against the telegraph.
Aware of Hubbard’s telegraph interests Bell discussed with his own father
whether to approach Hubbard about his own telegraphy research. In the end
he wrote to Hubbard who immediately saw how a multiple telegraph system
would be a tool he could use to reduce costs of a nationalized system, and of
course if his bill failed the idea could be sold to Western Union. He agreed to

help Bell. Soon the Bell Patent organization was formed, a pact between Hubbard,
Sanders and Bell. This later became the Bell Telephone Company.
Bell eventually proposed to Mabel who accepted. Of course, now that Bell was
engaged to Hubbard’s daughter and needed to be able to support her, that was an
added incentive for Hubbard to encourage Bell in his work.
His view and that of Sanders too was that the Harmonic Telegraph was the priority
and is what Bell should work on. The telephone was a frivolity at best but eventually
they allowed that he put some of his own time into it.
At about this time, Bell, already very concerned about secrecy, became worried that
other customers at the workshop were looking at his equipment so he rented out
two small attic rooms in Court Street Boston. One was his work-shop and the other
was a bedroom for him and for Watson. This became their arrangement for the next
two years as the patent and public use of the telephone became established.

● A picture from the reconstructed Court Street

workshop of Bell and Watson

● Once at the New England Telephone / Verizon

Building in Boston, location now unknown

Harmonic Telegraph transmitter
and Receiver

The idea is simple as I mentioned earlier. Each transmitter or receiver
consisted of an electro-magnet / magneto and a vibrating iron ‘reed’ that was
carefully tuned by adjusting the clamping screws. Watson would send from
his reed magnet and Bell would ‘tune’ his reed magnet to the same pitch. The
sound of course was just a buzz, not a pure tone. When Bell and Watson
connected two identically tuned units together they worked perfectly.
However when they added five more pairs the results were a total failure. Not
discouraged, Bell continued with tests far into the nights and even
commissioned Watson to build an ‘autograph telegraph’ that would have
been a kind of fax machine but required the harmonic telegraph to be in
existence to work.
A dramatic ‘incident’ sidetracked Bell and Watson to the development of the
telephone.
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Bell in his attic workshop at 109 Court St, Boston,
testing his harmonic telegraph
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Now we jump to a hot afternoon of June 2nd 1875, following months of failure
they go to the attic of the workshop where there is enough quiet for them to
tune their equipment.
Watson, in one room set up his reed magnet but tightened it too much so
that the reed stuck. To free this he disconnected the battery and then plucked
the reed to free it. Bell as was usual was patiently waiting for the buzz to start
in his device and held it close to his ear. Suddenly he shouted out loud and
ran to Watson to ask what he had done. Bell had heard the ‘twang’ of the
reed being plucked.

Harmonic Telegraph Receiver
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He soon understood what had happened, something he knew to be
theoretically possible but assumed that would not happen in practice.
Remember at this point the batteries had been disconnected. However there
must have been enough residual magnetism in the plucked reed to induce a
small current on the electrical coil. This then powered the electro-magnet in
Bells unit causing it to vibrate the reed and reproduce the sound.
For one moment nature had opened up and revealed something to Bell.
‘Chance favors the prepared mind’ and Bell’s mind was certainly prepared.

Gallows Telephone 1875
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Very quickly, following on the unexpected success of transmitting a sound
electrically from one room to another Bell sketched out his idea for a device
that could capitalize on this and asked Watson to have it ready for the
following evening’s session. This was the Gallows telephone.
The apparatus was a wood frame, like a gallows, with a reed magnet attached
to it. Connected to the end of the magnetized reed was a piece of parchment
stretched out like an eardrum. The idea was you would speak (or shout) at
the drum which would vibrate the reed and set up a current in the coil.
Unfortunately it was not a success, it only worked at all when Bell with his
powerful voice shouted into it so loudly that the parchment broke. However
this did not discourage Bell and the two continued to experiment at a frantic
pace. At the end of June he wrote to his parents:
‘At last a means has been found which will render possible the transmission …
of the human voice … I am close to the land for which I am bound and when
the fog lifts I shall see it right before me.’
Late in 1875 Bell became ill and returned to his father’s house in Ontario to
recuperate. While there he drafted out a patent specification. This was what
he registered at the US Patent Office on Feb 14th 1876. But at this point he

still had not made a working harmonic telegraph let alone a working telephone.

Diagram from Bell’s patent for ‘Improvements In Telegraphy’ 1876
• Refers to undulating currents making a clear distinction from
make and break devices
• and vocal sounds
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Let’s look at what that patent actually claimed. Remember its title was
‘Improvement in Telegraphy’
However you can see from the illustrations that a prototype telephone was
included. Bell avoided specifically avoided mentioning speech and instead
referred to vocal sounds.

Patent granted on March 7th 1876
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But what a battle that was, although actually, unusually fast for granting of a
patent.
Certainly, a lot of shenanigans by Bell’s lawyers, possibly, even probably,
without his knowledge. Bell was in Boston, along way from DC in 1876 and
there were no telephones!
And also shenanigans by the Patent Office or some of its agents.
First, the day of submission.
Bell was getting a small income from George Brown a Canadian newspaper
publisher and leader of the liberal party. This was in return for an interest in
the foreign patents and Brown was to file the patent in the UK first (necessary
as UK would not accept patent applications already filed in another country).
The plan was that Bell would wait to hear from Brown that the patent had
been successfully submitted in London and then instruct his lawyers to
proceed in Washington. But that did not happen, Without his knowledge the
patent was submitted by the lawyers on Feb 14th.
Next the time of submission.
Recall that Gray deposited his caveat, paid the fee and left. Instead whoever
presented Bell’s patent application insisted it was taken immediately to room
118, the department for telegraph patents. In order for that to happen it had

to first go the chief cashier’s office where he recorded the payment. It was the fifth
payment he had recorded that day. Much later the in-basket got processed and
Gray’s caveat was included as the 39th that day.
Now when the patent examiner reviewed the two applications he saw a possible
case for interference and therefore suspended Bell’s patent application for three
months to allow Gray time to complete his application as was normal practice. Bell’s
lawyers then argued on the basis of the Cashier’s records that Bells patent had
precedence and should therefore be granted. Precedence should not matter but the
lawyers argued that a caveat was valid for one year from the time of submission.
That time had not started when Bell’s patent was submitted (according to the
cashier’s records – which actually proved nothing). As a result of this argument the
suspension of Bell’s patent application was lifted and it was allowed to proceed.
Meanwhile there were several irregularities in the way the applications were handled
by the patent office, it appears for example that Bell was made aware of the author
and content of the interfering caveat. There are also unproved allegations that Bell
was allowed to modify his patent specification after submission to avoid interference
from Gray.
Even more irregular, on Feb 25th 1876 Acting Commissioner of Patents Ellis Spear
made patent office history by ordering the interference issue to be decided in favor
on Bell on the grounds of time of filing. Especially odd in view of the fact that only
three weeks earlier Spear had ruled in an almost identical case that time of filing was
not relevant. Things moved forward and the patent was granted a couple of weeks
later. Why did he do this? He was a wealthy man in a senior government position and
had already resigned his post to take up a role as a patent attorney so he had little
cause to act corruptly. Possibly he did it just to curry favor with Bell’s lawyers – you
never know when you need a favor returned. It’s also worth noting that at the time
this was just another run of the mill patents in the 15,000 granted each year.
‘The most valuable patent ever granted.’ Continually challenged, 550 lawsuits some
reaching the Supreme Court but none successful. In fact, in 1887 the US government
tried unsuccessfully to nullify Bell’s telephone patent.

‘Come here Mr. Watson, I want to see you’

Liquid Telephone Transmitter
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The patent application of AG Bell was finally granted on March 7th 1876. How
that happened is still mired to some extent in controversy but what is not
denied is what happened three day’s later. Remember that no working model
of a telephone had been demonstrated yet. On March 10th Bell and Watson
tried out their liquid transmitter which used ‘acidulated’ water and a platinum
electrode just touching into the water. Bell shouted the famous message into
his transmitter and Watson heard it and came running up to Bell to tell him
so.
Perhaps they did a war dance. (Bell had taught deaf native Americans and
they had in turn taught him some of their ritual war dances. Bell and Watson
were both high spirited and this was a customary way for them to celebrate
success.)
To understand all this better let’s look at Bell’s notes of the day
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Note that even here a conversation with this device would have been
extremely optimistic. Note also that the story that Bell called Watson in a
panic because he had spilled sulfuric acid over his clothing is unlikely to be
true given that it is not mentioned in this detailed and contemporary account.

Centennial Exhibit, Philadelphia, May 1876

One of the great traditions of the 2nd half of the 19th century were the
international exhibitions. Massive events in purpose built buildings
celebrating the achievements of a nation. First was the Great Exhibition in
Hyde Park London of 1851 with representatives from many countries showing
their latest inventions, mostly steam powered. Later there was the Paris
Exposition of 1889 with its new fangled Eiffel Tower. But in 1876 it was the
turn of the USA who certainly had something to celebrate that year. The
Centennial Exhibit was held in Philadelphia just months after Bell’s telephone
patent had been granted.
Obvious place for Bell to demonstrate his new invention but he did so
reluctantly, possibly just to placate his wife. His equipment arrived in several
batches as Watson got them ready. Some was damaged in transit. He was
assigned a space up a flight of stairs, not even in the main concourse.
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Emperor Dom Pedro II of Brazil and US President
Grant starting the 1500 HP Corliss engine to open
the Exhibit
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It was agreed that Bell’s exhibit would be visited by a group of scientists and
dignitaries led by Dom Pedro. Notably this included Sir William Thomson, later
Lord Kelvin, leading physicist of the day and contributor to the laying of the
first intercontinental telegraph cable. By all accounts it was a long day and
everybody was tired and losing interest in the exhibits by the time they
arrived at Bell’s post. This was on a Sunday so the exhibition was closed to the
public.
The Corliss Centennial Engine was an all-inclusive, specially
built rotative beam engine that powered virtually all of the exhibits at
the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia in 1876 through shafts totaling
over a mile in length. Switched on by President Ulysses S. Grant and
Emperor Pedro II of Brazil, the engine was in public view for the
duration of the fair. The engine was configured as two cylinders side-byside. Each cylinder was bored to 44 inches (112 cm) with a stroke of 10
feet (3.0 m). The Centennial Engine was 45 feet (14 m) tall, had a
flywheel 30 feet (9.1 m) in diameter, and produced
1,400 horsepower (1,000 kW). After the fair it was disassembled and
shipped back to Corliss's plant in Providence. Seven years later it was
sold and powered a Chicago factory owned by George Pullman until
1910 when it was sold as scrap. This engine became a cultural icon, so
much so that to many modern historians the term Corliss

Engine (or Corliss Steam Engine) refers to this specific engine and not to the
broad class of engines fitted with Corliss valve gear.
(Wikipedia)

Centennial Telephone 1876
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Here’s a picture of the telephone used at the exhibition for demonstrations.
Bell later claimed that he had brought a ‘liquid telephone’ with him but did
not use it. As you can see above the transmitter had reverted to the magneto
type.
By great luck Dom Pedro recognized Bell from an earlier visit to the School of
the deaf in Boston and demanded that they all give him time. Bell and Willie
Hubbard demonstrated by reciting Shakespeare over the telephone and the
audience cheered. Kelvin later said the telephone was ‘the most wonderful
thing he has seen in America’.
That the scientists liked it was of course good news but business and the
press were less enthusiastic. “ a scientific toy”, “It is an interesting
instrument, of course, for professors of electricity; but it can never be a
practical necessity” And The providence Press in Rhode island said “It is hard
to resist the notion that the powers of darkness are somehow in league with
it”

Interior of 1876 Box Telephone
● Transmitter and receiver
● Horseshoe permanent magnet
● Two electromagnet coils

This example was used in Bell’s demonstration call between
Boston and Salem in Nov 1876, now in the Smithsonian museum.
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Back in Brantford after the exhibition he ran stovepipe wire from his father’s
house along fence posts a quarter of a mile to the nearest telegraph. On
August 8th he completed a one way phone call between Paris ON and
Brantford a distance of 8 miles. A crowd of people in Paris listened for over 3
hours.
He returned to Boston to work with Tom Watson, offering him a tenth share
of the patent revenue if he cam to work for him full time. Eventually he
agreed to split his time equally between Bell and Charles Williams Workshop.
They experimented wildly trying everything from bones of the human ear to a
3ft diameter piece of boiler metal On October 6th 1876 the pair succeeded
with their first long distance call between Boston and Cambridgeport, a
distance of two miles.
In November 1876 they repeated this triumph, this time with a call between
Salem and Boston
In 1877 Charles WiIliams installed the first dedicated telephone line, between
his Boston shop and his home in Somerville, 3 miles.

First Commercial Telephone
● Box telephone from previous slide with cover
● Pair leased in 1877 by Charles Williams
● Used between his home In Somerville CT and

his Boston Office
● No battery required!
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First practical phone although performance would have been marginal over
any distance. The round camera like aperture is for transmitting and receiving.
You would have spoken, or rather shouted into the device and remembered
the dictum ‘Speak with the mouth and listen with the ear’.
The magneto receiver idea was a success but the magneto transmitter was a
problem because of its weak power.
Bell patented this telephone in Jan 1877, the last of his technical
contributions to the telephone.

First Zoom on-line meeting?
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Bell lecturing in 1877 in Salem MA, while friends in his Boston study listen in
via telephone.
He moved on to promoting the telephone and later to other inventions. By
July 1877 he had made enough money from demonstrations and lectures to
finally marry Mabel and they set off to the UK for a honeymoon. He returned
15 months later and decided to end his technical and managerial involvement
with the telephone business.
But we are entering the time of growth. In May 1877 there were six
telephones in commercial use, by November three thousand and by 1881 one
hundred and thirtythree thousand.
In July 1877 the Bell Telephone Company was formed by Hubbard and
Watson. Watson was the only employee at first until, struggling to keep up
with 3000 subscribers they hired a book-keeper. Meanwhile Western Union,
ignoring Bell’s patent entered the telephone business using a carbon
microphone invented by Edison. This was quite a threat to the Bell Telephone
Company as the carbon microphone exhibited gain and was much louder.

Blake Transmitter of 1878
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Watson set out to find a better transmitter that the Edison carbon one and in
1878 he met Emile Berliner who had invented a carbon transmitter so he
offered him a job at Bell Telephones. Then In October 1878 Emile made
improvements to a carbon transmitter designed by Francis Blake and shown
here. This proved to be more than adequate to compete with Western
Union’s Edison transmitter.

Theodore Newton Vail
First General Manager of Bell Telephones
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On one of his promotional trips Watson interviewed an acquaintance of
Hubbard, Theodore Vail. Does this name mean anything? He was a first
cousin to Alfred Vail, instrumental in developing the first telegraph.
Theodore Vail had an impressive track record at the Post Office as
Superintendent of their railway mail service. He was on a high salary
but Watson and Hubbard convinced him that the future was with the
telephone and he accepted a position as General Manager. The Bell
Telephone Company was on its way.
One important early achievement was a battle with Western Union over
patent infringements in their pursuit of the telephone business. Western
Union caved in after reviewing the evidence and the entire business
was acquired By the Bell Telephone Company (actually the National
Bell Company at this time)
He was an absolute phenomenon and worked tirelessly to make the
business a success. His was the idea of franchising the patents to local
Bell Telephone Companies to develop telephone services in their area.

Western Electric Manufacturing
Company Building 1883
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Do you remember Gray and Barton and their 49 employees? Well Western
Union bought them out and renamed them Western Electric Manufacturing
Company who manufactured all the phone equipment for Western Union and
they grew rapidly. After Western Union left the telephone business a part of
Western Electric became the manufacturing arm for Bell Telephones.

Artist’s conception of first telephone exchange
opened in New Haven, CT in 1878.
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First switchboard in New Haven CT,
1878
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First switchboard in New Haven CT, 1878. It had 8 lines connecting 21
subscribers

1878 ‘Butterstamp’ Telephone
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1878 ‘Butterstamp’ Telephone. Bell’s first set with a combined receiver and
transmitter that could be held in one hand.
It was in service in time for the world’s first switchboard in New Haven in
1878. The pushbutton signaled the operator.

1882 Magneto Wall Set. Oak casing. Used a Blake transmitter
and Bell receiver.
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1882 Magneto Wall Set. Oak casing used a Blake transmitter and Bell receiver.
First set to use a hand crank to signal the operator. In use for many years.
First telephone made by Western Electric for Bell Telephone.

A Telephone Exchange of the 1880s
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Boy Operators 1880’s

New York City Telephone Exchange c1909
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Women Operators 1909

A view of Broadway, New York City in the 1880s. About 350
wires visible
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A before and after view of Broadway. Wires started to go underground in the 1890s

Wires started to go underground in the ‘90s
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Technology Issues
Low power of the magneto transmitters was solved with the
Blake transmitter, but that required batteries.
• Introduction of the ‘Common Battery’ in 1900
Transmission noise was a major problem on single line + ground
paths
• Introduction of the ‘two wire’ system, 1890-1900
Corrosion and durability of the steel wire used for telephone
lines
• Invention and introduction of hard drawn copper wires
(1877, Thomas Doolittle)
1886 Long Distance transmitter with a
platinum diaphragm. This example was
used by Bell and later by Theodore Vail.

1886 Long Distance transmitter. This had a platinum diaphragm. This example
was used by Bell and later by Theodore Vail.
Invention and introduction of hard drawn copper wires (1877, Thomas Doolittle) but
first used in 1884 for an experimental line between Boston and New York. In 1885 a
hard drawn copper telephone line was set up between New York and Philadelphia.
Many manufacturers started producing hard drawn copper wire in order to meet the
increased demand for telephone wires. The use of hard drawn copper wire then
expanded into electrical transmission lines and throughout the electrical industry.
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● Alexander Graham Bell with his

wife and daughters in 1885
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Family 1885
Other inventions by Bell
Improvements to Edison’s phonograph
Photophone
Induction apparatus to find bullets in human tissue (failed to save
assassinated president Garfield in 1881, but was used extensively in WW1)
Vacuum Jacket (early iron lung)
Worked on aircraft design with Glen Curtiss
Built a hydrofoil that held world water speed record for 10 years (1919
70.86mph)
Always referred to himself as a teacher of the deaf and regarded that work as
his main achievement
Champion of eugenics until it was captured by racists and fanatics
President of NGS and started the NG magazine
Co Founder of Science journal
He died at his home on Cape Breton NS in 1922. All telephones ceased
operation for 1 minute to commemorate his life.
Helen Keller dedicated her ‘Story of My Life’ to him.
Museum dedicated to his memory in Cape Breton.
Decibel named after him by Bell Telephone Labs, but not his invention

A ‘fin de siècle’ telephone of 1897
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1897 Desk Set
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